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President  Kathy Cant 49590762  Contact Officer  Coral Morgan         49578474  
Vice President Garry Hendicott 49440236  Walks Coordinator  Frances Eiteneuer 49576028 
Secretary  Kerry Morgan 49540037                Assist Walks Coordinator Coral Morgan 49578474 
Treasurer  Dan McKinlay 49534249  Newsletter Editor  Jenny Wooding 49440236 
Safety Officer Kevin Smith 49696068  Publicity Officer  Kevin Smith 49696068 
Equipment Officer Garry Hendicott 49440236       

 

  

Future Events 
Slade Point Reserve……………………………………..………………...3rd August 

Cape Palmerston………………………………………………….………10th August 

Through the Spikes………………………………………….………..….17th August 

General Meeting ………………….…………….….…..……..….………20th August 

Clarks Pinnacle...……………………………….…………………….......24th August 

Crediton Scrub Backpack………………………………………..30th &31st August 
 

The Message Stick 
August 2014 

 
Mackay Bushwalkers’ Club Inc. PO Box 1313, Mackay, 4740 
Web: http://www.mackay.bwq.org.au  
Email: mackaybushwalkers@dodo.com.au 
 

 

It’s taken 81 years but we 
finally managed to wear her 
out. 
 
Maureen having a 
lunchtime snooze at Mt 
Funnel. 
She still managed to race 
most of us back though! 
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Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks
 
 

Slade Point Reserve  
Sunday 3rd August 

Leader:      Carole Weekes 49546108 
Depart :      8am  !!!!!!!!! (Please note later start) 
Journey:     N/A 
Grade  :      M34 
Estimated walking time: 6 hours  Total of all 
uphill sections: 50 m Pace: comfortable 
Terrain:  sand, made tracks, grassy sections, 
open forest and melaleuca scrub Expect:  
insects, bird life, shady and exposed sections. 
This will be an easy day, but quite a few kms 
will be covered as there is a whole network of 

tracks to explore within the Slade Point 
Reserve. The day will start with a walk along 
Lambert's Beach from the lookout to the tavern 
where we will access the reserve itself. Bird 
hides, interesting and varied vegetation and a 
natural amphitheatre will be encountered. 
Please bring lunch, sunscreen and insect 
repellent, and we will allow the day to unfold in 
accordance with the preferences of the 
participants. (This is a soft way of saying that 
the leader hasn't yet done any detailed planning 
- I have led this work before but not for some 
time.) 

From the Editor 
August has some varied and interesting walks coming up so hopefully a lot of us will be out to enjoy them. It’s been 
4 years since we last did the Cape Palmerston walk. Last time we had plenty of whales to watch so fingers crossed 
they will be there once again when Edie leads this walk. 
Welcome back to Elaine from her overseas jaunt and Kathy from her months of touring the great outback. 
Happy walking everyone and have a great month. 

Key to Walks Grading System 
Distance   Terrain     Terrain 
 
S = short – under 5km 1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub  1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners 
M = medium – 5-10km 4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,  4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required 
L = long – over 10km Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling 8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only  
                                               8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock 
                                               Scrambling using hands, technical 

Our Publicity Officer is Kevin Smith 
kevnjans@bigpond.net.au 
Please email Kevin any photos you think would 
look good in the newspaper. 
 

All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before 
undertaking your walk. 

Items for the next newsletter should 
be sent to 
jennywooding@dodo.com.au 
prior to 25th August 
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We will meet near the Lambert's Beach lookout 
and park the cars there. See map 21 in phone 
book, and check with me when you ring to book 
if you are unsure. If you speak to my answering 
machine, please leave your name and phone 
number for me to contact you.  
 
 

Cape Palmerston 
Sunday 10 August 

Leader:  Edie Weiss 0412689414  
Depart:  7am 
Journey: 180km  $18.00 
Map Ref:  Carmila 527 063 
Grade: L11 
Estimated walking time 5-6 hours Pace 
Average Terrain Beach. 
This will be a flat, beach walk suitable for 
beginners. From where we leave the cars to the 
tip of Cape Palmerston and return is around 
20km. Because we will be returning the same 
way, people can do as much or as little of this 
walk as they would like to. People who opt for a 
shorter walk will be able to stop and wait until 
the others return. This is a shorter walk than 
when we did it last time, joining the beach 
approximately 5km nearer the Cape. Hopefully 
we will see whales! 
 
 

Through The Spikes 
Sunday 17th August 

 
Leader:                 Garry Hendicott    49440236  
mob 0447091532 
Depart:                 6.00 am 
Journey:              240km $24.00 
Map Ref:              Mirani 8655 Edition 3, 
Easting 662255 Northing 7630288 (GDA94) 
Grade:                  M65 
Estimated walking time: 6 hours Total of all 
uphill  sections: 270m Pace: average Terrain: 
uneven, long grass, hidden obstacles 
underfoot, slopes Vegetation: Open, Spear 
Grass Expect: Traversing steep slopes, trip 
hazards, sun, no water, magnificent views. 
 
The Marling Spikes consist of three prominent 
volcanic cones just south west of Sydney 
Heads in Homevale National Park. Our journey 
will take us through the saddle between the 

Spikes where we will find that there are indeed 
more than the three spikes we see on the map. 
There will also be excellent views of Sydney 
Heads from close up. The walk will be a loop 
circumnavigating Spike 690 along creek banks 
and ridges (some steep) up to the saddle, the 
return will be down a ridge to a creek bed in 
which we will walk back to the cars. Right leg 
shorter than the left will be a distinct advantage 
on the day. Total loop distance is only about 
6.5kms so pace will be fairly average. We 
should have plenty of time to explore around 
the saddle and scramble part way up some of 
the spikes as the mood takes us. 
Note the early start (gives us more time to 
explore or relax). 
 
Induction 6.45pm/ General Meeting 7.30pm 

Wednesday 20th August 
Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and 
Community Support Association Centre 60 
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and 
visitors welcome. Induction by Cheryl and 
Frances 
 

Clarke’s Pinnacle 
Sunday 24th August 

Leader: Jenny Wooding 49440236   
0447091532 
Depart: 6am 
Journey: 240km $24.00 
Map Ref: Mirani 652335 
Grade: M87 
Estimated Walking Time:  6hrs  Total of all 
uphill sections:  450m  Pace:  Average  
Terrain:  Very uneven terrain  Vegetation:  
Open Forest, thick scrub  Expect:  much steep 
slopes, steep scrambles, loose rocks, lantana, 
vines, spear grass 
 
Clarke’s Pinnacle is the “dog’s tooth” formation 
in the Diamond Cliffs area and can be seen 
from many places in the Pioneer Valley. The 
average walker could find the day tough but 
rewarding, with excellent views. Water will need 
to be carried for the day. I will be starting the 
walk from somewhere different to where it has 
begun in the past to make the first slope a little 
easier. 
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Full Backpack Hike Crediton Scrub to 
Burroughs Creek 

Saturday 30th August and Sunday 31 
August. 

 
Leader: Dan McKinlay: 49534249 or 
0409057494 or email 
dan.mckinlay@mackay.qld.gov.au 
Journey: 190km $20.00 
Depart: 7am 
Map Ref: Mirani 609509 to 598470 
Grade: L54 
Estimated walking time: 5 hours-approx. 10 
km each way Total of all uphill sections: 
600m Pace: average Terrain: uneven terrain 
Vegetation: rainforest Expect: gentle slopes 
and some lantana. This walk is mainly on a 
partly marked trail through the scrub from the 

Crediton area emerging at the GREAT WHITE 
TANK on the Cockies Creek Road. We then 
turn right and walk a further 3 km before turning 
left and dropping down another km into 
Hazelwood Creek near the junction of 
Burroughs Creek, where we will camp for the 
night. We then retrace our steps back to the 
start on Sunday. 
This is a full Backpack hike so a reasonable 
level of fitness is required. It is a suitable walk 
for those who have reasonable fitness but have 
not experienced a full backpack hike 
before.  Feel free to ring me if you are 
undertaking a full backpack hike for the first 
time and need some advice. You will need to 
carry sufficient water for the first day and refill 
the next morning at Burroughs Creek. 

 
 
 

Previous Activities 
 

Beta Creek 
28th & 29th June 

I don’t have a write up for this walk but Barry has sent me these photos and also a list he compiled of 
birds and some other wildlife he sighted on the trip. I will add the list as an attachment to the newsletter 
because I am sure many will find it interesting. 
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Illawong Beach Walk 
5 July2014 

Owing to the CQ Rescue Inspection being cancelled due to the helicopter being called out, 6 of us 
assembled at Illawong Beach about 1.30pm. It was a lovely, 
sunny afternoon for a beach walk. 
We inspected a couple of sites of interest & Kevin became excited 
at seeing a snake slither under some bushes.  His attempt to 
photograph it was unsuccessful, but he did manage to flush out a 
pair of curlews from their hiding place.  We continued down 
Illawong Drive and through the Conservation area & onto the 
beach.  The tide was out, therefore the water in Shellgrit Creek 
low. 
We could clearly see the remains of one vehicle which had been 
resting in the creek for a long time, and also the recently added 
Holden Jackaroo.  The Jackaroo had become bogged the 
morning before & I had witnessed the unsuccessful attempts of 2 
other vehicles trying to pull it out.  Hayden was very keen to 
“check it out”, so he, June & I walked out to it, while the others 
watched from a sandbank, keeping their feet dry.  We had a 
laugh when we saw a sticker on the back window declaring that 
“I survived the Gibb River Road”...but it did not survive Shellgrit 
Creek, Mackay.  

We enjoyed an afternoon tea break along the beach before strolling back to the vehicles.  It was a very 
pleasant afternoon.  Thanks to all. 
Penny McMahon     

 
Cape Hillsborough Arch and Sea Cave 

Sunday 6 July 2014 
 
What an amazing surprise this arch was to some of us on this walk.  We had no idea such a natural 
feature this spectacular was so close to the tourist walks at Cape Hillsborough. 

 
The weather was perfect as we commenced from Hidden 
Valley.  After a short walk on the tourist path we followed the 
rocky shore during a suitably timed low tide. We soon came 
upon the sea cave that Penny had promised.  This cave is a 
great feature made up of three levels although we only went 
into the lower two levels. 
 
We continued along the rocky shore and found some beaut 
seats ideal for morning tea.  Paul even had a large padded 
cushion that Penny had found on the beach.  Continuing 

along the shore we found some very intriguing quartz-like, thunder-egg-like bits of rock embedded into 
the large rocks. Most unusual. 
 
Penny asked where Turtle Lookout was in relation to where we 
were. The answer was “Look up there.”  We were being 
watched from above by tourists.  We had been keeping a 
lookout for turtles. While taking a photo of lots of oysters on a 
rock I spotted a turtle, but no, it was a dolphin.  Then another 
dolphin, but wait, there were more.  Ten dolphins no less. Quite close to shore. One of them made a 
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huge splash and swirl as it caught something, and most of the other dolphins came to look at, or share 
in, the catch.  Fascinating!  
 
We arrived at the arch. Wow, what a well kept secret.  We 
all posed for a group shot which included a mad scramble 
up a rocky slope within the 10 second time delay.  Some did 
see a turtle at last.  We continued along past the arch for 
lunch on a ridge with a fantastic view.  Paul had even 
carried his cushion for a lunchtime seat. What did happen to 
the cushion? 
 
We walked back to the cars via the same route and checked 
out the fish trap near Hidden Valley. What a perfect and 
surprisingly spectacular day.   
The ice creams and multiple tea-pots and milk jugs as mixers at the kiosk was a fitting end to the day. (I 
could write a chapter on this alone) 
Thanks heaps Penny. 
Kevin 
 

Bluewater Trail   
 Sunday 13th July 

While most of us were experiencing a wintery morning while assembling at the car park at the River 
Street lagoon complex, it didn't take us long to warm up when we became mobile, and especially when 
we were walking along sunny sections of the trail. The day developed into a perfect July Sunday, and 
cyclists, fishermen, other walkers and family groups were all out taking advantage of it. 
The nature of the walk allowed participants to cover the entire 20 kms or to walk sections of the trail 
either at the start or later on. At one point we were twelve, but nine of us completed the entire circuit, 
including Dan who relinquished leadership because he didn't think his knee would allow him to go the 
distance, but his determination won out. Penny joined us in Bridge Road, and Daphne arrived during our 
second snack break at the Regional Botanical Gardens. Coral thought she would have to leave us at 
West Mackay because of other demands on her time, but was able to stay for the whole journey. Cheryl 
interrupted her cycling to socialise with us for a while. For ten bush walkers, the outing concluded with a 
timely meal, snack or drink at Rivage. 
Despite the difficulty of leaving warm beds, our walk began at about 7.15 am and morning tea was 
enjoyed at Quota Park, after a bit of off-track work at the southern end of Town Beach. Even though our 
pace was relaxed, we had completed the circuit before 1pm.  The river was indeed blue, the sea was 
sparkling, and the sky was almost cloudless. 
Those of us who attended enjoyed the good workout, the pleasant company, and the sunny weather. 
Carole 
 

Mt Funnel East  
Sunday 20th July 

On a very cold morning with outside temperature measuring down to 1 degree, looking out the window 

at frost on the ground, eleven hardy explorers headed south on the highway looking for Mt Funnel. 

We left the cars near the national park sign on Cape Palmerston Road at around 7.30, we had about 

6.2km of bush to navigate to get to the Funnel, no walking tracks here. Maureen impressed us all by 

quickly fashioning a very serviceable pair of gaiters out of milk cartons and sticky tape. If I had known 

this trick I could have saved myself 40 bucks. 
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Pace was steady, pretty soon and despite the cool weather we had stopped to strip off our warm outer 

layers as we started the long but gentle rise towards the completely obscured Funnel. 

As promised, going was tough in places due to the densely packed grasstrees. We reached our planned 

smoko stop at the “Palm Saddle” by 9.15 and stopped for a well-earned break in the shade under the 

tall palms. Most people opted to find a patch of sun as it was still quite cool. No sign of the Funnel yet. 

With about another 1.7k’s to go we struck off, believe it or not those dreaded grasstrees got even closer 

together. At one point I could have sworn I was walking on top of them. Though I was more worried 

about the scurrying noises I heard each time I went past one, death adders lying in wait came to mind. 

Still we made pretty good time regardless. I ate a few spiders on the way for sustenance but not by 

choice. Eventually an occasional glimpse of the Funnel could be had, but only if you knew where to 

look. 

10.40 saw us at the Funnel marvelling at its conglomerate type construction, wondering at the bits high 

up waiting for their chance to come down on top of us. Views over Cape Palmerston were spectacular 

on such a clear day. 

After sitting for a while soaking up the view it was 

decided to circumnavigate the base before having 

lunch. Behold the rope hanging down from above. The 

question was asked but no volunteers came forward to 

go up it. All sorts of excuses were tendered, the best 

one was from Charles who said he couldn’t because he 

has nice new knees now. My own excuse is that I am a 

yellow bellied chicken and proud of it. 

So we continued on around until we came right back to 

where we were before. We scattered for an extended lunch. 

Whilst exploring at lunch I came across a huge boulder, a rectangle 

like 300 ton 20 metre tall brick. The amazing thing was that it was 

balancing on the point of one of its corners nestled perfectly amongst 

the palms. I took a picture to prove it. 

Time to go back, at least it would be all down. Somebody later said it 

was a cracking pace. Each time I looked around everybody was right 

behind me so I thought they wanted to go faster. So I did, then I would 

look around later and they would still be right there on my heels, so I 

went faster still, and on it went. It wasn’t until much later that I realized 

it was the primal fear of being left behind lost in the bush that was 

responsible for their seemingly impressive performance. It was the 

desperate look on Roger’s face that finally heralded my enlightenment. 

If that is not amazing enough, back at the cars and Maureen’s hand crafted milk carton gaiters had 

survived the day relatively intact, ready for another days walking.  

Garry 
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Beta Creek Area Birdlist 28-29 June 2014 
Barry Heinrich 

 
Bird name   Camp 28/6 Camp 29/6 Bushwalk   Snake Rd 
 
Brown Cuckoo-Dove        * 
Emerald Dove         * 
Sulphur-crested Cockatoo   *  *  * 
Rainbow Lorikeet    *  *  * 
Scaly-breasted Lorikeet     * 
Crimson Rosella      *   * 
Pale-headed Rosella   *  * 
Little Bronze-Cuckoo       * 
Southern Boobook (heard)  * 
Laughing Kookaburra     * 
White-throated Treecreeper  *  * 
Spotted Pardalote   *  *  * 
White-browed Scrubwren     * 
Inland Thornbill        * 
Lewin’s Honeyeater   *  *  * 
Eungella Honeyeater   *  *  * 
White-throated Honeyeater      * 
Dusky Honeyeater   * 
Eastern Yellow Robin   *  * 
Eastern whipbird        * 
Little Shrike-Thrush   *  * 
Leaden Flycatcher   * 
Grey Fantail    *    * 
Spangled Drongo    *   
Pied Butcherbird    * 
Pied Currawong    *  *  * 
Red-browed Finch       * * 
Silvereye         * 
Other wildlife 
Common Tree Snake       3 
Eastern water dragon       1 
Cattle         2 
Seen on Night Walk 
Greater Glider    3 
Yellow-bellied Glider   1 

 


